TOWARDS  A   DEMOCRATIC  REPUBLIC
he put everything under his absolute power and thereby hastened
the coming of civilization and the advent of these unlimited
liberties that became henceforth guaranteed to France."
This false view, Quinet goes on to say, comes from a super-
ficial view of liberty which is identified with external order or with
equality. Even Republicans extol the usefulness of tyranny;
there is no despot but has his certificate as a benefactor of
mankind, a pioneer of political freedom. All this is to ignore
the moral side of things, the psychological effect of the lack of
freedom and the habituation to subservience. And he goes
on to say that " we have put down as a necessary law of civil
emancipation the constant progress of absolute authority;
then we need a bloody revolution to establish freedom."
The career of Napoleon was, of course, the classical instance
of this freedom-making tyranny and, as we said previously, the
theme of Napoleonic absolutism as but a necessary preliminary
of Liberalism had been widely and loudly preached by Louis
Napoleon himself, so that it is little wonder if the very elect
were deceived. It must finally be remembered that the United
States were in 1848 the model to which Republicans looked,
and that it seemed as if the liberties of Americans were in-
deed guaranteed by a quasi-autocratic President, few people
taking the trouble to study Tocqueville and to see how only
a genuine local freedom made this central authority tolerable.
A Bonaparte president, elected on the American model for four
years but, unlike American presidents, not re-eligible—surely
this combined all possible advantages of democratic govern-
ment and glorious traditions : it was in fact the incarnation
of the Revolution at its best.
*	#*$****
This extraordinarily superficial and crude philosophy, so
aptly denounced by Quinet, received its most perfect expression
in the thought and career of Victor Hugo.1 Few men have had
such a faculty of reflecting so exactly the trend of thought of
1 A biographical note is scarcely necessary. On Hugo as a political thinker
see Lacretelle, La Vie politique de Victor Hugo; Pelletan, Victor Hugo : Homme
folitique; Stapfer, Victor Hugo : Poete satirique, and our introduction to the
CMtiments,
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